
 

UNIT 1, EXERCISE 1 

 

B984 Tower Bravo niner eight fower [B984] on stand Charlie one fower [C14]. 

We have received start up clearance, but now we've been asked to hold. 

What's happening? Do we have clearance? Bravo niner eight fower 

[B984]. 

TWR  Bravo niner eight fower [B984]. Yes, please hold. 

B984 The Fire Service are approaching. I don't know why. Do we have start up 

clearance? 

TWR  Bravo niner eight fower [B984]. Standby … OK, no fire. 

B984 Tower, the Fire Service are here. There seems to be some confusion. What 

frequency is the fire chief? Bravo niner eight fower [B984]. 

TWR Bravo niner eight fower [B984]. Fire chief not speak English. I translate 

… Bravo niner eight fower [B984]. Your number one engine is on fire. 

Please shut down engine number one and engine number two. 

B984 Er – what? Both engines are shut down. We haven't  started up. Where is 

the fire?  

TWR  Bravo niner eight fower [B984]. Affirm, correct. No fire. No fire. 

B984  So, why has the fire service arrived? 

TWR  Er – sorry. Fire crew to stand Bravo one fower [B14]. 

 



UNIT 2, EXERCISE 1 

 

 

PIL Lahoa Tower. Echo two fower two [E242]. Stand Delta 5. Loading now 

complete. Request start up and push back. 

TWR Echo two fower two [E242]. We’ve just received information that there’s 

an alteration to your load sheet. I can’t give you clearance yet. Contact 

your operations on one tree zero decimal tree [130.3]. 

PIL  Roger one tree zero decimal tree [130.3]. 

TWR OK, Echo two fower two [E242]. It seems there’s some discrepancy 

between the Cargo Weight Statement and the Loading Instruction Report. 

PIL There shouldn’t be. I know there was a last minute change, but that was 

written on the load report. I received it a few minutes ago – the 

Turnaround Coordinator has a copy. Echo two fower two [E242]. 

TWR  Ah, it’s that latest copy that’s the problem. 

PIL  Really? What’s wrong with it? 

TWR Well, it seems there’s a discrepancy between that latest load sheet and the 

Cargo Weight statement, which has only just come through. You’ve got a 

pallet listed as 455kg on the load sheet but the actual weight shown on the 

Cargo statement is 2,005kg. That’s a discrepancy of 1550kg which takes 

your CG slightly forward of the allowable limits. 

PIL  And the cargo weight - the 2,005 kg – that’s correct? 

TWR  Yes, she’s double checked. It’s the load sheet that’s wrong. 

PIL  I see. Well, what options have we got? Echo two fower two [E242]. 

TWR Well, Echo two fower two [E242], you’re only just outside the limits and 

you’ve got a lot of empty seats on that flight. If you can move a few 

passengers to the rear of the aircraft that should bring you within limits, 

then we can produce a new load sheet and get you on your way. 

PIL  OK, tell me exactly how many I need to … 

 



UNIT 3, EXERCISE 1 

 

 

G984 Wessex Tower. Golf niner eight fower [G984] on stand one two niner 

[129]. Request start up and push back. 

TWR Golf niner eight fower [G984] expect ten minute delay due to congestion 

on apron … Golf niner eight fower [G984]. Push back approved now. The 

tug will give you a long push back, as there is another aircraft waiting for 

stand one two niner [129]. 

G984 Roger. Golf niner eight fower [G984] … Ground Crew Clearance 

received. Request taxi instructions for runway tree two [32]. 

GROUND Golf niner eight fower [G984]. Taxi to holding point Golf via taxiways 

Hotel and Bravo. 

G984 Holding point Golf, via taxiways Hotel and Bravo. Golf niner eight fower 

[G984]. 

PIL  What was that? 

CoPIL Don’t know. Have we run over something? 

TWR Golf niner eight fower [G984] hold your present position. Hold abeam 

stand one tree fower [134]. You’ve just hit a tractor on the edge of the 

taxiway. Do not continue taxi. I say again – hold your position. 

Emergency services are on their way … Fire service should be with you 

now. Contact on 122.6. 

G984  Roger. 122.6. Golf nine eight fower [G984]. 

FIRE SERV Golf niner eight fower [G984]. Fire services. Your right engine is 

damaged, sir. Please shut down so we can take a closer look. 

G984 Shutting down right engine. Golf niner eight fower [G984]. 

FIRE SERV OK, there is significant damage, sir, but no fuel leaks. 

TWR  Golf niner eight fower [G984]. Taxi to stand one fife six [156]. 

PIL  Roger. Stand one fife six [156]. Golf niner eight fower [G984]. 

TWR The police will meet you – you will have to take a breathalyzer test. 



  

UNIT 4, EXERCISE 1 

 

TWR Alpha tango fower fife fower (AT454). Cleared for take off. Surface wind 

two fife zero (250) degrees, tree two (32) knots. 

TWR  Golf – Sierra November. Are you aware of the weather conditions? 

CoPIL  Affirm. Golf – Sierra November. 

TWR Golf – Sierra November. Cleared for take off. Wind two fife zero (250) 

degrees two niner (29) knots. 

CoPIL  Cleared for take off. Golf – Sierra November. 

CoPIL  Sixty knots. 

CoPIL The wind’s too strong – we’re drifting right of the centerline. I’m not 

going to make V1 … Aborting take off. We’re heading for the grass. 

TWR  Golf – Sierra November. Fire crew are on their way. 

PIL Roger. I don't think there's any real damage, but I'd appreciate a check 

over. We may need to evacuate, but I’m worried about the propellers. 

We’ll keep everybody on board for now.  

TWR Understood Golf – Sierra November. The Fire Crew will be with you 

shortly. They were on weather standby because of the strong winds. They 

saw you leave the runway – so did we! You did quite a turn there. You 

were heading straight for the tower at one point. We could see all three 

lights! … OK, they should be with you now. Contact Watch Commander 

on 126.6. 

PIL  Roger. 126.6.  



UNIT 5, EXERCISE 1 

 

 

CoPIL Departure Speedbird two fower eight [248] leaving one thousand fife 

hundred [1500] feet heading zero niner zero [090]. 

DEP Speedbird two fower eight [248] identified. After reaching tree thousand 

[3000] feet turn right heading one fife zero [150]. Contact radar one two 

fower decimal fower [124.4]. 

CoPIL  One two fower decimal fower [124.4]. Speedbird two fower eight [248] … 

  We seem to have a problem. We may need to return. 

DEP Understand you have a problem. Are you declaring an emergency? 

CoPIL We have fumes in the cockpit. Standby … OK, we are declaring an 

emergency. We have a strong smell of exhaust fumes or something 

similar. We are using oxygen and we need to land quickly. Speedbird two 

fower eight [248] mayday. 

DEP Roger mayday. You have smoke in the cockpit? 

CoPIL No. No. There’s no smoke. But there’s a very strong smell. Our eyes are 

stinging. We need to get on the ground as soon as possible. 

DEP Contact one one eight decimal niner [118.9]. 

  



UNIT 6, EXERCISE 1 

 

 

TWR  What's your indicated airspeed? 

EJ642  Just reaching 260 knots. Echo Juliet six fower two [EJ642].  

TWR Can you increase to tree hundred [300]? In fact, I'd like you to go as fast 

as you can, and er turn left onto a heading of 1….80. 

EJ642  I can make 280 OK. 

TWR  You can go even faster than that if you want. 

EJ642 I'd rather keep it down to 280, if that's OK. Echo Juliet six fower two 

[EJ642].  

TWR  OK, that's OK. 

KE243 We can get it down quite quickly if that's what you want. Kilo Echo two 

fower tree [KE243]. 

TWR Two fower tree (243). Yeah, in fact number one is just turning base now 

and um you're next, so you can have the visual if you want it. 

KE243  Yes, we'll take that, thanks. 

TWR OK, that's just fine … and I don't suppose you've got number one in sight, 

have you? He's just turning base to final. 

KE243  Negative. 

TWR  OK, no problem. From you he's about 4 o'clock at about fife [5] miles.  

 

 



UNIT 7, EXERCISE 1 

 

 

A345 Vacating runway Taxiway Kilo Charlie [KC]. Alpha tree fower fife 

[A345]. 

GROUND Alpha tree fower fife [A345] Stand alpha fife [A5] via taxiway alpha, 

please. 

A345 Roger. Stand alpha fife [A5] via taxiway alpha. Alpha tree fower fife 

[A345]. 

JA959 Er Ground … er, Juliet Alpha niner fife niner [JA959]. The 777 in front 

has fire in his left - on his left main undercarriage. 

GROUND Roger. Bravo Papa eight fower fife [BP845] on taxiway alpha.  Er … 

report of fire on 777 undercarriage. Can you see anything from your 

position?  

BP845 Roger, er yeah , it looks like there may be some smoke, yeah, coming 

from the main gear? You'd better take a look. 

GROUND Roger. Er, Alpha tree fower fife [A345], er, just getting the Fire Service 

out to check your undercarriage. Can you hold position? 

A345  Holding. Alpha tree fower fife [A345]. 

GROUND OK, Alpha tree fower fife [A345]. I can see flames now, sort of yellow 

and white, coming from your left main gear. You've just become a Ground 

Incident. 

JE248 Ground … that's confirmed. It's his … er … left main gear is on fire. Juliet 

Echo two fower eight [JE 248]. 

GROUND Roger. Alpha tree fower fife [A345]. Fire Service is on its way. Please 

shut down your number one immediately. Contact Watch commander on 

122.6. 

FIRE SERV OK, I've got a full view of you now. Your port undercarriage is on fire. 

Fire fighting is taking place. I recommend an evacuation on your starboard 

side. 

A345  Roger.  



A345  [PA system to cabin] Cabin crew to your stations. 

[to Fire Service] Fire service Alpha tree fower fife [A345]. Shall we 

evacuate? 

FIRE SERV Affirm, Alpha tree fower fife [A345]. Recommend an evacuation now. 

Your undercarriage is on fire. It looks like you've got a wheel hub fully 

alight there. 

 



UNIT 8 – AUDIO 

 

JE848 Vacating runway. Taxiing to stand echo one six [E16] via taxiways alpha 

and echo. Juliet Echo eight fower eight [JE848] … OK, we have a low 

fluid level on  hydraulics. I’m stopping to assess. 

GROUND Roger Juliet Echo eight fower eight [JE848]. Do you require assistance? 

JE848 Standby. Juliet Echo eight fower eight [JE848] … It looks like we may 

have lost some hydraulic fluid. There’s a large pool of some liquid 

alongside us. I don't know if it's anything to do with us or not. 

GROUND Do you require a tow? 

JE848  Negative. We have pressure available. 

GROUND Have you tested the brakes, sir? 

JE848 Affirm … We’re at the stand, right on the mark at Echo one six [E16] 

now. Parking brake is set … but … we’re still moving…. OK, we’ve just 

collided with the air bridge. I’m afraid we’ve made a bit of a mess of the 

railings. 

 


